If you are using the Control Panel to replace the
Joystick control on your Jimmy Jib remote system,
you must read the following...
The Control Panel will work with any model 4 remote system.
The Mini Head/Triangle switch must be set in the Triangle position.
The Focus switch on the Panel must be set in the Stanton Focus mode for the focus to
function.
The Iris control on the Control Box must be turned to the middle position (white line on knob in
a straight up position) in order for the iris on the panel to function correctly.
The Pan/Tilt Ramping and Speed controls on the panel will not function in the Triangle
Mode. You will have to use the controls on the control box itself to affect ramping and speed.
The on/off switch on the Panel does not function in the Triangle Mode. The Power Light in
the Panel comes on when the power on Control Box is turned on.
When the panel is first plugged in, the remote head will probably drift. Make the centering
adjustment on the Panel and not on the control box as this will insure when you go back to
the joystick, you will still have proper centering. Also make sure the Speed control (on the
control box) is turned up to maximum and the Ramping control (on the control box) is at the
minimum setting. If you change the direction the joystick operates, (Direction Switch on Panel)
you will have to readjust the centering.
The Tally on the Panel will not function in Triangle mode
Zoom Centering must be adjusted while the lens switch on the Control Box in the Fujinion
position. If it is in the Canon position, zoom will drift and you will be unable to center it.
Again, you should pick the direction you want to zoom in before making this

adjustment.
You cannot use your old control cable with the Panel.

1.
Changing a direction switch will probably require readjusting
the centering control.

The Direction Switches control the direction of the divice.
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-If you are using the MiniHead then
the switch should be in the UP position.
-If you are using "Jib electronics" that is
Triangle or a Jimmy Jib system, then
the switch should be in the DOWN position.
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RAMP
An acceleration ramp that provides
a cushion for starting and stopping
the Pan & Tilt motors.

SPEED
Reduces the maximum speed of
the motor, or in effect reduces the
sensitivity of the joystick.
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This adjustment stops the pan or
tilt axis from creeping. Creeping will
probably occur when changing direction
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Sets the distance the Focus Servo
will rotate and prevents the servo
from hitting the lens stops.
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Turning this knob rotates the
Iris Servo.

2.

ZOOM RATE
You can slow down the maximum
speed of the zoom with this control.
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The Gain control of the tally light
detector controls the sensitivity of
the detector. This can normally be
set to minimum.
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This adjustment stops zoom creep
which may occur when changing
lenses. It may also occur when
changing zoom direction.
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If you have a lens that has an internal
focus, place the switch in "LENS FOCUS" position. If
you are using the focus system provided by Stanton, then
switch to "Stanton FOCUS".
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